University of Oregon
Hatfield-Dowlin Complex, Oregon Football Performance Center
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State of the art: The highly modern Football Performance Center
of the University of Oregon was dedicated in July 2013
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Reception area near the trainers' offices
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Uniforms from previous years are shown in the display case
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The impressive lobby with 64 individual screens which can be
combined into a single display.

Logo of the Oregon Ducks football team
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University of Oregon

Go Ducks!
The new home of the Oregon Ducks, the football
team of the University of Oregon, is a unique and
forward-looking project without equal.
The Football Performance Center has a global design
which encompasses both the architecture and
interior furnishings to perfectly tailor them to the
players' needs.
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The façade of glass, granite and metal simultaneously communicates lightness and strength.
The elements of the interior that appear impenetrable and mysterious from the outside are bright and
flooded with light inside.
The interior furnishings are also multifaceted.
The love of detail reflects the care involved in planning. Yet the primary focus of the project was never
lost: The well-being of the players.
Every aspect of their day ranging from instruction,
nutrition, medical care to leisure activities was duly
considered, and everything was coordinated down
to the last detail.
The furnishings are luxurious while remaining highly
efficient and ergonomic.
The overarching motivation behind the design is to
attract the best players to accompany the Oregon
Ducks to the top of the college football national
championships.
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View of the changing rooms with the visually impressive football lockers. Also equipped with comfortable
wall-to-wall carpeting, Italian leather lounge furniture
and gaming stations for the athletes
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The independently developed accommodating special
pullout mechanism makes it easy to remove equipment
like shoulder pads or helmets
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Integrated solution for cable-free charging of smart
phones. The international Qi standard was used
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Stainless steel drawer which can accommodate XXL
shoes
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Interior accessories for a complete player locker
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Central online locking system with an individual touch
terminal
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University of Oregon
The task
The aim was to create unique and innovative lockers
that satisfied the special requirements of this project.
The modern aesthetic design pays homage to the
sport characterized by speed and strength. Behind
the sleek façade with the steel body and refined
Corian front is an interior designed down to the
smallest detail which offers the players every
conceivable comfort.
The well-arranged storage of equipment was one of
the most important considerations in development.
C+P developed a creative special, accommodating
pull-out mechanism for the helmet and chest pads.
A sufficient amount of space is provided for storing personal items. There is also sufficient space
for extra-large shoes. In addition, the locker offers
technical extras like power plugs and cable-free cell
phone charging.
The locker is fully ventilated to prevent unpleasant
odors. The visual appearance is not impaired by visible ventilation elements.
In a continuous exchange with the client, a result
was achieved that reflects the character of the building while offering its own accents.
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Player equipment lockers. The open side is filled by the
equipment manager
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The compartments are closed by an electronic online
locking system that is opened with an individual code.
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The coaches' changing rooms are a shiny white. The
coaches' names and the motto "Win The Day" identify
the personal lockers.
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University of Oregon

Superior organization
Tailored logistics are required to handle a large
football team.
In addition to the 125 player lockers, C+P also
offers 20 lockers for the trainers as well as equipment lockers for the individual players.
These lockers for providing equipment to the
players are open on one side. The equipment
manager who fills the compartment is the only
one who has access. Each player then picks up his
equipment from his personal box on the way to
training. The players access the compartment with
an electronic combination lock.
The coaches' lockers are sleek and elegant. The
sparse design is also reflected here. The body is
made of steel, and the doors consist of Corian.
Like the players' lockers, they are powered and
have wireless charging module, however the pullout mechanism for the shoulder pads and helmet
was replaced with a shelf.

"We wanted a locker that was absolutely
unique. C+P really stepped up to the play and
surpassed our expectations on all levels. "

Randy Stegmeier
Interior Designer
Firm 151
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Project data
Object:

Hatfield-Dowlin Complex

Branch:

Sport

Client:

Hoffman Construction

Architectural firm: ZGF, Portland, OR
Interior design:

Firm 151 – Randy Stegmeier

Volume:

145,000 ft2

https://uoregon.edu
C+P products used
Football lockers
Lockable pigeonhole cabinets (Prefino)
Cegano conference tables

C+P services
Planning, delivery and installation

C+P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Boxbachstraße 1 · D - 35236 Breidenbach / Germany
Phone +49 (0) 64 65 / 919 - 340 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919 - 349
E-mail

sales@cp.de
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